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   PASTIME: 
 

 

SOFTWARE a) Ensuring the creation of company software and database import, export, trade wholesale or retail, and 

establishing and supporting these systems. all kinds of services, including consultations, can offer. The company is related 

to the above-mentioned field of activity. b) All kinds of computer systems, and software and provide hardware support 

services. All brands of computers import, export, and internal trade of computer hardware, computer and peripherals 

units, microfilm facsimile, and these All information systems such as industrial office automation, all kinds can provide 

software and hardware activities and service bureau services, and provide all kinds of information, audio, and video 

services over the internet, can prepare a website, have it prepared, and provide internet service. can provide. All brands of 

computers and sub-micro information logger, register, printer, plotter, transmitter, pointer, convertor, interpreter device 

accessory hardware unit, manufacture, assembly, service, internal and external trade of spare parts c) All kinds of 

computer systems, software, and hardware To provide support and consultancy services. d) Public, private, and legal 

feasibility reports on computer software and hardware selection preparation, engineering, consultancy, training, support, 

and service take, give e) The Company is obliged to comply with all applicable legislation. all kinds of real and virtual goods 

and to buy, sell, distribute, promote and market the service for this purpose, to organize auctions or auctions, to advertise, 

to place advertisements, to import and export, and to purchase To mediate in sales, f) From server solutions to storage, 

From virtualization solutions to database services, information optimum performance of customers in the field of 

technology To take action to maximize costs. g) Web 3.0, Cryptocurrency, MetaVerse, NFT, Blockchain, MetaVerse Lands, 

AR & Software hardware suitable for VR technologies and initiatives to develop, to prepare the appropriate infrastructure 

for them. This and so on trading on platforms. e) Online and physical Engaging in Cryptocurrency Exchange and Crowd Fund 

initiatives. i) 3D Providing Laser Scanning and 3D Printing services. i) 3D Printer and trading browsers. j) Internet of Things 

(IoT) To carry out R&D studies related to the industry, software, and hardware development. k) Cyber Security needed by 

individuals and institutions services, creating firewalls, regularly doing security trials, and studies on finding cyber 

vulnerabilities make. l) Software and programs compatible with VR Technology development. m) Software development for 

programmers and companies, assisting in the production and sales n) Programmers set up social networks. o) Building 

intelligent systems ö) Artificial intelligence p) Online education and university Organizing and organizing courses. r) 

Educational content To cooperate with domestic and foreign universities to produce Design, and production of 

educational, research, and engineering software, Marketing and sales ş) New Business Ideas for Entrepreneurs to engage in 

research and development activities. u) New job Creating training programs for entrepreneurs. COMPUTER ELECTRONICS 

a) Data preparation, repair, editing, or can make, sell, rent, or sell its services online. can be published on; b) All kinds of 

technology and its purpose and subject by making use of the telecommunication tool. can set up any system necessary to 

realize can establish, market, portfolio consultancy, can collect information and data by making use of the systems, can 

market them. c) It can provide service over the Internet, You can set up a website, have it set up, and sell auctions on this 
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site. and it can make discounts, and intermediaries in buying and selling; d) The company can transfer all kinds of 

technology and digital data, can build, operate, buy, and sell brokerage systems can provide investment advice, make 

savings, and can broker. e) Sales, distribution, and marketing of all kinds of advertising, marketing, and sponsorship within 

the framework of its activities. can participate in fairs and organize other activities, may engage in other promotional 

activities, for this purpose, may make agreements with third parties abroad; f) Domestic and Turkish or Turkish people who 

do business in the fields of activity of the company abroad in joint transactions with foreign real legal persons can be 

found, participate in existing commercial enterprises, buy stocks, redeemed shares or bonds can receive, and make 

commercial commitments regarding these, the company or otherwise, a partnership may be established; g) Teaching to 

universities boards, foundations, public benefits associations, or such persons donate to institutions. h) Contract 

manufacturing, procurement, and other work can make agreements, have them made, on these matters ... and other 

works were written in the articles of association. 
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